
	  

INTERVIEW 

 
Eng. Muammar Al Katheeri - Executive VP of Engineering Management and Smart City, Dubai Silicon 
Oasis Authority 

 

DUBAI SILICON OASIS AUTHORITY FOSTERING SMART CITY 
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES 

United Arab Emirates, Dubai, 3 August 2016: Using innovative ICT solutions, 

governments are empowering essential services within a city - economy, environment, 

health, mobility and governance – to make it more effective and efficient. In the Middle 

East, Dubai is the leading the way in its implementation of smart city services.  

With over 20 years of experience, Eng. Muammar Al Katheeri is a visionary with wide 

knowledge and experience in Construction and Project Management. Following 10 

years of experience with Dubai Silicon Oasis Authority and heading the Smart City 

project committee within the organization, he has a thorough understanding and insights 

about smart city implementation. 

Before his keynote presentation at the 3rd Annual Arab Future Cities Summit Dubai 

2016 on 8th November, Eng. Muammar Al Katheeri discusses the importance of smart 

city and the integral role DSOA plays. 



	  

1. How does Dubai Silicon Oasis Authority support the nation’s smart city 
vision? 

Serving as a Centre of Excellence, DSOA creates prototypes and develops scaled-up 
models (such as the Intel Ignition Lab) that aim to focus on:  
 

• Ensuring a sustainable smart habitat and ecosystem 
• Shaping a hub/destination where new technologies, ideas and cultures meet 
• Creating an agile and ‘replicable’ Dubai approach/model for the development of 

smart cities 
 
As a strategic partner to Smart Dubai, DSOA supports the nation by pilot testing 
projects on a small scale before implementing it as a Dubai Model (on a macro scale). 
These projects are looked as case studies. We review, implement, and analyse its pros 
and cons to identify how it would best benefit the nation.  
 
Some of our projects that contribute to Dubai’s smart city initiative are: Efficient power 
consumption of lights, charging stations for electric vehicles, smart street lights, smart 
building technologies, smart lamp posts, LEED platinum certification, Internet of Things 
solutions, and many more.  

 
  

2. The importance of integrating technology to implement smart city solutions 
has been repeatedly emphasized. What according to you needs to be taken 
into consideration when planning to build a smart city?   

 
We believe that when planning to build a smart city it is vital to consider the following:  

a. Scalability  
b. Seamless experience 
c. Collaboration and integration 
d. Innovation  
e. Utilizing the right technology  

 
For this reason and being a leader in implementing new smart city solutions, DSOA is 
mandated to constantly collaborate with different public and private sector entities to 
ensure proper integration of technologies used. In line with this mandate, DSOA has 
become today a recognized proof of concepts destination for several smart city projects. 
 
We have also supported major projects in Dubai that will eventually lead Dubai’s smart 
city transformation. Our most recent achievement in this sphere was the installation of 
the first Smart Street Solution in the Middle East region in collaboration with Huawei. 



	  

 
Through this collaboration, we have succeeded in installing a Smart Street Solution that 
incorporates a number of advanced features geared towards creating a friendly and 
secure environment for the community. These features include:  

• Digital signage capability that allows real-time display of news and information 
• An integrated Wi-Fi transmitter that offers internet access within a 300-meter 

radius. 
• CCTV solution that ensures safety of businesses through intelligent surveillance.  
• Environmental sensors that monitor outdoor temperature, humidity, and air 

quality. 
• Integrated nature of solution means it is ‘future ready’ – or ready to integrate 

additional services and capabilities in a cost effective and timely manner.  
• Centrally controlled Smart Street Solution that allows greater energy efficiency 

and management. 
 

3. Dubai is the Middle East’s leading city for the adoption of smart cities 
initiatives. How do you think smart city initiatives are shaping up in Dubai? 

 
Dubai’s smart city initiatives are currently on the right track and have shaped up well. 
Implementing smart solutions is an ongoing journey. Dubai has undergone this journey 
smoothly and organically – transitioning seamlessly from the ‘e-Government’ to ‘m-
Government’ to ‘smart city’ to ‘happy living’ ecosystems. And the tangible outcomes of 
each phase are testimony to its sustained growth in this field.  
 
In its report titled ‘Dubai - a new paradigm for smart cities’, KPMG described Dubai as 
one of the few cities in the world that has adopted a unique approach to evolve into a 
smart city. The report further stated that this approach is underpinned by three themes - 
communication, integration and cooperation. The report reiterated that this concerted 
approach would facilitate Dubai’s efforts in developing as the first truly global smart city. 
 
As for DSOA’s part, we have launched in 2014 the AED1.3 billion Silicon Park - the first 
integrated smart city project to be built in Dubai Silicon Oasis spanning an area of 
150,000 square meters. The project articulates the vision of His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and 
Ruler of Dubai, and is a significant contributor to the Dubai Government’s strategic plan 
to transform Dubai into the smartest and happiest city in the world. The project offers 
residents, workers and visitors a modern lifestyle and related amenities associated with 
smart cities. The Dubai Government’s strategic directions on smart cities focus on six 
pillars: life, society, mobility, economy, governance and environment. 
 



	  

4. What would you believe are challenges for Dubai on its way to becoming a 
smart city?  
 

Developing a smart city brings with it several associated challenges. Some of the core 
challenges at present include the need to ensure an open data platform, enabling 
policies and procedures, as well as a complete understanding of new laws. To 
overcome these challenges, we believe that successful collaboration and synergy 
between all stakeholders and sectors is a top priority. We also believe that the 
involvement of the private sector is vital in deploying new projects, and reiterate the 
importance of working collaboratively - rather than in silos. 

 
5. What will you be presenting at the Arab Future Cities Summit Dubai 2016? 
 

The 20-minute presentation by the DSOA team at the Arab Future Cities Summit 2016 
will offer an overview on the initiatives and activities undertaken by DSOA in 
transforming Dubai into the smartest and happiest city in the world.   

The presentation will also highlight DSOA’s recently announced 2021 strategy that 
consolidates earlier achievements and takes progressive steps towards realizing the 
vision and mission of the integrated hi-tech park through promoting technology-based 
industries, facilitating their work and boosting research and development efforts. 

6. What will be the key takeaway for attendees from your presentation? 
 

Attendees will enjoy this informative and educational session that sheds light on the 
transformation of the UAE's urban landscape and highlights how consumers can be 
more proactively engaged in developing a smart ecosystem. It will also explain how 
consumers have been empowered to lend a hand towards energy management and 
reducing the carbon footprint. In addition, the presentation will enhance the 
understanding of the attendees about Smart DSOA, the projects that have been 
implemented so far, the Centre of Excellence and much more.  
 
Hear Eng. Muammar Al Katheeri speak at length at the 3rd Annual Arab Future Cities 
Summit Dubai 2016. The summit is scheduled to take place on 8-9 November 2016 at 
Palazzo Versace, Dubai. More information on the Arab Future Cities Summit Dubai is 
available now at http://www.smartcitiesdubai.com/. Follow the Summit on social media 
with the hashtag #AFCSDXB2016.  

About Expotrade   

Expotrade is a global conference and event organizer with its head office based in 
Melbourne, Australia and a regional office in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Expotrade 
has delivered some of the largest, most successful B2B industry conferences and 



	  

events. For almost 15 years, our unique blend of knowledge, experience and flexibility 
has accomplished an array of consistently top quality events. Today, Expotrade events 
enjoy such a distinctive edge, they are amongst the best patronized in the calendar. 

For more information, visit www.expotradeglobal.com 
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